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trip orders, daily pay calculations
complete �nancial management

E-Bank
automated salary calculations

sophisticated reports and analyses
debt collections

100% customized based on your needs

load orders, drive orders

 professional approach and free consulting

FREE CONSULTING

“THE MOST SOPHISTICATED SOFTWARE 
FOR TRANSPORT COMPANY”

“SQ Trans will save your time and money.
100% Guaranteed”



+

The most so�sticated software
for transport companies

What is SQ Trans? Main advantages:

7 x why to choose SQ Trans:

100 % GUARANTEEDHow to save money?

100% SATISFACTION

Detailed load order management

Optimized freight planning

Real-time vehicle/cargo tracking with ETA

Advanced reminder system with warehouse management

Real overview of ROI per vehicle or driver

Automated salary calculations

Costs calculations with detailed analyses

SQ Trans allows di�erent ways to save valuable time and also reduce costs. 
Imagine, that you can create an invoice or send the driver all the necessary 
information for loading to GSM or GARMIN navigation with a single click. 
In addition to time savings with daily operations, you can transfer data 
directly to your accounting service and save on the monthly bill for 
accounting. With SQ Trans it is possible to automatically prepare and �le 
documents with online banks together with automated debt collection 
functions.
Research has shown that by using SQ Trans you can save up 
to 70% of the time for making, editing, and managing the 
company’s documentation. 

SQ Trans is the most sophisticated software for transport companies with 
which you will be able to manage all the company’s documentation fast 
and in one place. It is possible to create load orders, trip orders, invoices 
and other documents in di�erent languages.  For you, we simpli�ed 
business with online banks and multilateral compensations systems, there 
is also an e�ective system for the collection of debts and various business 
analyses.

With SQ Trans software you will get 
complete tool for your transport company.

Multilingual support for all types of documents

E-Backup for CMR and other documents

E-Mailing PDF documents directly from the software

Custom printouts with your logotype

Advanced multi-user support with rights management

Fast search through all business history

100% warranty to reduce operating costs

Call now and we will tell you more reasons why SQ Trans is the best solution for you!
Zminec 30, 
SI-4220 Ško�a Loka, 
Slovenija, EU www.priber.com

info@priber.com+386 (4) 51 26 740
+386 (4) 51 26 741


